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WHO WE ARE

Hybrid Elevator Inc. is proud to be a family owned and operated company located in the
heart of the Okanagan, in Kelowna, BC. We specialize in manufacturing, installing and
servicing our custom residential elevators and wheelchair lifts throughout British Columbia.
Hybrid Elevator was created out of a need in our family. This is why we continually strive
to improve our products to better meet the needs of our customers. It is because of
this dedication that we are able to provide the most space efficient, eco-friendly and
customizable residential elevator system available in today’s market.

We believe in building accessible homes and sustainable
communities free of barriers to mobility.
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PRODUCT LINES

PRODUCT LINES

Our Custom line of Hybrid Elevators offers functional,
affordable, accessibility solutions at a competitive
price. Each of our Hybrid Elevators is custom built and
Fit To Available Space, allowing you to maximize the
usable square footage in your home.

Our Custom Plus line of Hybrid Elevators allows you
to realize your design dreams without compromise.

CUSTOM

Our Custom line includes over 100 hand-selected
finishes featuring durable high pressure laminate,
Italian stainless steel Car Operating Panel & Hall
Stations, brushed stainless steel Hand Rail and
LED lighting.
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CUSTOM PLUS
Whether you desire décor matching, classic, or
contemporary styling, we will assist in creating
a custom interior to accommodate any request.
Popular design choices include the use of
authentic and hand selected hardwoods, custom
raised panels, coffered ceilings and more, all
painted or stained to your specifications.
Available hardware upgrades include multiple
options and finishes for Car Operating Panels, Hall
Stations, Hand Rails and Custom Lighting Schemes.
(778) 484-0064
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PRODUCT LINES

PRODUCT LINES

Our Bespoke line of Hybrid Elevators blends the
functionality and technical superiority that is the heart
of every Hybrid Elevator with an unprecedented level
of customization in design and aesthetics.

In addition to the manufacture of our Hybrid
Elevators, we are proud to work with Pneumatic
Vacuum Elevators (PVE) to bring you a product
that is as technically impressive as it is aesthetically
pleasing.

Bespoke

Here we work one on one with our customers to blend
the best in Art, Form and Function to create a unique
piece of “elevator art”.

“

Every year we take on a handful of custom Bespoke
projects for customers looking for something that no
one else has…”
– Lance Davidson, President
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PVE

Free standing and entirely driven by air, these
eco-friendly PVE elevators are another fantastic
option, not only for accessibility, but to serve as a
centerpiece in your home.

(778) 484 -0064
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STATE OF THE ART

TECHNOLOGY

STATE OF THE ART

Hybrid
Drive System

Proprietary
Aluminum Design

Custom Fit to
Available Space

•

•

•

Low Voltage & operates during
power outages

•

Operable off the grid with solar,
wind or water power

•

Belt driven for a smooth, quiet
and efficient ride

•

Operates free of flammable and
odorous hydraulic fluid
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•

Aerospace grade aluminum
is used for maximum
performance, durability
and efficiency
Lightweight, responsive and
low EAU power consumption
contributing to a reduced
carbon footprint
Comprised of 70% recycled
aluminum, minimal waste
is created during the
manufacturing process

HybridElevator.ca

Each elevator is custom built
and designed for your home

•

A small footprint maximizes
the usable square footage in
your home

•

No machine room required

•

Multiple entries and exits

TECHNOLOGY

Excellent Serviceability

Complete Retro Fit

• Low maintenance with
minimal wearing parts

• Operates on your homes
existing 110V power grid,
220V power is not required

• Designed for easy access and
serviceability

• Custom sized to
accommodate any situation
• Available “Zero Pit” model
mitigates the hassle of
digging into the concrete
foundation of your home

(778) 484 -0064
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INSTALLATION

NEW BUILD

At Hybrid Elevator, it’s more than just providing the best
available product; it’s about providing the best customer
experience.
Whether it’s collaborating with your Architect to custom fit an
elevator into your floor plan, working with your Contractor
throughout the building process, or creating a unique concept
with your Designer, we will work with you and your team to
provide an accessibility solution that meets your needs.
From the design, to the manufacture and installation of your
elevator, we promise that the addition of a Hybrid Elevator
will be the smoothest aspect of your home building project,
guaranteed.
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INSTALLATION

RETRO FIT

Thinking of adding an elevator to an existing home? It doesn’t
have to be a hassle. Retro-fitting Hybrid Elevators into
existing homes is our specialty. With the most flexible and
customizable residential elevator system available today, we
will build a custom product to suit any situation.

Hybrid Elevator offers Retro-Fit specific options that are
designed to provide easy installation with minimal impact on
your home. Custom sizing allows us to work around the space
you have available, not the other way around. We provide the
only low voltage residential elevator system that operates on
your homes existing 110V power grid in addition to a “pit-less”
elevator model to save you from digging into your homes
concrete foundation.
(778) 484 -0064
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10 REASONS YOU

WILL LOVE YOUR HYBRID ELEVATOR
1. Manufacturer Direct

2. Custom Fit to Available Space

4. Unique Technology

•

•

•

No one knows our product

We know that every square inch is valuable,

better than us, we will be there

that is why we custom fit every Hybrid Elevator

to assist you from start to finish

to maximize the available space in your home

system is the most space
efficient, customizable and
ecofriendly residential elevator

and even after with service and
maintenance
•

Enjoy complete control over
your project with a custom

3. Customizable Decor
•

product built specifically for you

5. Unbeatable Delivery
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•

Our proprietary Hybrid Elevator

system available today
•

Use less space and reduce

We want your elevator to feel like its part of

your carbon foot print with our

your home, each elevator interior is completely

efficient and ecofriendly Hybrid

customizable to suit your décor

technology

We don’t work off standard lead times; we will be there when you need us, guaranteed

(778) 484 -0064
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10 REASONS YOU

WILL LOVE YOUR HYBRID ELEVATOR
6. Low Voltage

7. Compact Design

9. Eco-Friendly

•

•

•

The Hybrid Drive system is the

No additional machine room required; with

only low voltage residential

our minimal space requirements, everything is

elevator system available

housed within the elevator shaft

and will save you on monthly

8. Runs during Power Outages

operating costs as well
as electrical infrastructure

•

investment

Hybrid Elevators will run for up to 1 week
during a power outage in your home ensuring

Hybrid Elevators are primarily
manufactured from 70%
recycled aluminum and operate
free of hydraulic oils

•

Operable off the grid through
alternative power sources such
as solar, water or wind power

uninterrupted operation so you will never be
stranded

10. Low Maintenance
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•

Hybrid Elevators have been designed for easy serviceability and have minimal wearing parts
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